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Adding and removing table rows at runtime
This example demonstrates how to add rows to and remove rows from a table at runtime. 
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To view the calculations and scripts, open this form in Adobe LiveCycle Designer and view the click event for the plus (+) and minus (-) buttons, and view the calculate event for the Instance text field. In addition, review the Object > Binding tab settings for the table and row objects.
 
Note: To add rows to and remove rows from a table at runtime, you must save your form as a dynamic PDF.
Instructions
 
1.  Click the plus (+) button to add a new instance of the subform.
2.  Click the minus (-) button to remove the most recently added instance of the subform.
Add a new row to the table.
Table1.Row1.instanceManager.addInstance(1);
Remove the last row from the table.
Table1.Row1.instanceManager.removeInstance(nNumSub);
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